in partnership with local churches as they engage in mission
Prayer Warriors
For the 11 weeks of Walk the Way we are asking for something that we have never asked before, and that is for
Pray-ers to step forward and commit to at least one week in the same way that they would if they were actually going
away on mission. They will do this from their homes but will be assigned a Walk Team. In fact the walk teams are only
made complete by their Prayer Warriors!
Each team will have a Team leader (TL) and a Prayer Warrior Team Leader (PWTL). These two leaders will communicate
daily at arranged times for requests and to feed back to one another etc. the Prayer warrior team will pass on any
words or guidance from the Lord for the walkers to the PW TL who will discern what to pass on to the TL in the daily
meeting. If it is thought that information needs to be shared at any other time, the PWTL will make that decision.
Prayer Warriors will commit to meeting together for at least one hour daily either in person or virtually and will be
expected to be praying constantly for the Walk, for the villages and for the rest of their team. They will know their
start and finish points and we would encourage them to use a map to research and get to know the area that the
walkers will be covering in order to have some focus for their prayers. The communication between the Team Leader
on the walk and the Prayer Warrior team leader is crucial.
This is an exciting new layer to this mission as it allows those who are perhaps physically unable to carry a pack and
walk the miles to be connected from their homes in a really meaningful way. It also enables the walk teams to daily
pass on their concerns, contacts and routes knowing that they have a powerful backing of Pray-ers.
It is hoped that the PWs will even get together with others in their fellowships to pray for the walk. There will be
instructions re the sharing, or not, of information but there is no law regarding bringing this event before God in faith!!
Prayer is so much more than words..
Prayer is the deep and intense loving need for God to be more than an interested onlooker. It is the rich two-way
communication with God through words, silence, song, thought, our heartbeat coinciding with His. This is prayer.
As people of prayer we know that God loves not only the Walkers/ those who already know Him but, also, those who
they will be meeting along the way and it is a beautiful privilege to commune with the Lord daily lifting all these people
known or unknown to us to him.
Please pass this information on to anyone that you think may want to join Walk the Way Prayer Warriors.
May God continues to Bless you!
Georgina

georgina@throughfaithmissions.org
mobile: 07579797334
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